AGAIN
n 26 AUG ST SAFETY OFFI CERS from all
over the world make their trek to Sandia Base,
Albuquerque. New Mexico, to attend the weeklong U AF Annual Safety Cong res .
Those who have attend ed before find this session
familiar. At the outset they a re g i ve n the acc ident
picture sin ce last year. ] n the irrefutable harshn ess of
cold statisti cs from the D irec torate of Aerospace Safety
they are brought up to elate on how pe rsonnel have been
injured and equipment has been damaged and destroyed
since the last Cong ress. This inf o rmation is then broken
down into the majot· problem areas and comparison
made with preceding yea rs. Then, with the problem
graphi call y outlin ed in this manner, they split into eminars accordin g to spec ia li zed skill s and methodically go
to work , a step at a tim e, on thi s business of accident
prevention.
Those attendin g for the first time soon learn that
the Congress is no panacea that provides the answer
to all the problems at their home unit. T hey find it a
place in which to roll up the shirtsleeves on their g ray
matter and dig, dig, d ig for the elusive tools that can
help them provide a safer way when they do return
home. ·1 hey find , too, that if they are to make the most
out of their week th ey have to work, think and sleep
safety. If they do, they might just find the answer to
the bi g problem at th eir home unit- someone may have
previously faced a si milar situation and worked out a
solution. They also find that there is no closed season
on accident prevention idea ; they a re a apt to appear
at a late ni gh t session as between 0800 and 1630.
By the end of the week a ttendees ca n't escape the
rea li zation that th e lower th e rate the more difficult imprO\·ement becomes. They are reminded that additiona l
effort is well pent, however. Here again tatistic are
used to point out that th e more powerful and complex
equipment become , the greate r the probability of fataliti es and major damage eve ry time there is an accident.
D ollar costs and fatalities have not kept pace with the
overall accident rate reduction.
Above all, conscientious safety offi cers profit most
from th ei r week at Sandia through a refocusing on the
major problem a reas and acq uiring a renewed determination to apply them selves most diligently in the next
12 months. If they acquire thi s resolve, and if they can
imbue others with the ame accident prevention feve t·
when they return home, they can look forward to the
safest year in Air Force hi sto ry.
Safety , like peace, is ha rd to r ea liz e, but worth
e,·ery effort spent in its be hal f.
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t Gen ·w illiam II. B lanchard, The [nspector
G neral, US F, for the past 22 months, has been
rea ss igned as Air Force Deputy Chi ef of Staff
for Programs and Requirements. Speaking for all D / T IG personnel, the staff of Aerospace Safety takes thi s
occas ion to express reoTet at his departure, and to
salute the intense persona l efforts that Genera l Blanchani has devoted to the critical a r as of inspection ,
safety, and security during his tour of duty .
General Blancha rd has left a personal mark on the
USAF safety effort. Under his leadership as Tn spector
General, accident rate improvements noted includ e:
:Mid-1963 (est)
1 Oct 196 1
Aircraft
6.8
4.8
Ground
3.82
3.48
Similarly, a reduction was noted in missiles destroyed during this period, despite a bui ld- up in the
missile inventory.
General Blanchard takes to hi s new job a well rounded background of Air Force experience. He
ha served on active duty contin uously ince g-raduatin g
from the U. S . Mi litary Academy in 1938. Fifteen
of these year were spent in SAC in key staff and
comma nd position . Prior to hi a signment as TTG ,
he was servi ng as Director of Operations, SAC.
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STOPCOCK
RRESENTS

IT BACK, relax, take a sip
from your favorite cool one,
let your mind become completely absorbed with the events
portrayed on the creen. lt's a
beautiful setting, just the thing to
gel you in a relaxed mood. There's
a crescent-shaped tropical moon
shining on scattered puffs of clouds
drifting across a South Pacific
island. The familiar, long, slender
rectangle of white lights you immediately identify as a runway. A
few other lights provide the general
outline of the building area. The
regular flashing of the rotating
beacon as it sweeps across above
these lights fit the picture perfectly,
even to the faint flicker of green as
it swings through the 180 degree
arc away from you.
Now, with this scene established,
and slowly, as if not to disturb the
tranquility established, a sound, faint
at first but gradually building,
creeps into the setting. This too is
a natural sound, one you accept immediately and identify as made by
the reduced power setting of four
engines of a transport aircraft. Once
the sound is established, and you
ha\·e identified it, you notice a mall,
Aa hing red light moving in from
the side. The sound, and the increasing clarity of the light as it
moves in slow motion across the
scene, tell you that the plane is coming closer. You watch it swing near
the field, turn, start to descend; the
sound fades-an approach has been
started. He's outbound.
Everything is familiar, everything is routine. You take another
sip from your drink.
The airplane' rotating reel beacon
is gradually getting brighter. Sound
is still subdued, but lower pitched
now. He's gone to higher RPM,
inbound. Gear is down. The runway
lights flash once; off, then on. You
are completely relaxed now, absorbed in the beauty of the routine
scene of an aircraft about to land.
FLASH! The whole screen light
up! The crash of sound is almost
lo t in the brilliant flash of light
that obliterates everything.
J othing now, just the light,
flickering a little ... fire! Gradually
you become conscious of the gently
crackling sound.
Impo sible! VFR condition . Not
a hint of trouble. Engines sounded
perfectly normal. Can't be. You've
been tricked.

...

.,

...

...

o sir! You have not been
tricked. It happened. You saw it.

N

ow, will they show how it
happened? Next the scene
shifts to accident investigators.
There is no beauty to the tropical
island anymore. There are smoldering bits and pieces that the figure
turn over carefully. Once in a whi le
a piece is picked up, examined, then
put down in the same position in
which it was found. Your eyes watch
the investigators at work, but your
mind is busy trying to rationalize
this accident. You still don't believe
it could happen, really, and you are
logically arranging your argument.
After all, the pilot had to be one of
the best in the business. The system
sees to that- that's it, you've struck
on the basis of your argument as
to why such an accident shouldn't
happen, couldn't happen, except on
the screen.

...

You know that the man in charge
there on the flight deck, the pilot in
command, had to come up through
one of the most stringent training
systems in the world. H e had to
successfully prove his ability as he
progressed through the pilot ranks
tmtil qualified as aircraft commander.
For one thing, you know that use
of a GCA on a night approach such
as this is an operational requirement. You also know that it is a
responsibility of the copi lot and
navigator to monitor approaches and
report discrepancies.
Although the remarks section of
the Form 175 contained the remark,
"Request GCA," communications
transcripts show that GCA had not
been requested. Crash occurred on
final VOR approach, aircraft ap·
proximately 1000 feet below glideslope.
The navigator was sitting in the
additional crewmember's seat in the
nav compartment. A student navi-

gator, seated in the navigator's position and monitoring the approach,
called him forward and advised
they were 500 feet low and had not
arrived at the VOR station. The
navigator took no action except to
run back to his seat and fasten his
seat belt.

T

he scene you are watching has
shifted now. The principals are
in a room-looks like some sort of
hearing going on. Various individuals come in, one at a time, and
are interviewed by a panel of investigators. Every once in a while
records are referred to, and read
from. The records are marked
"Training Folder."
There was another individual ...
who said he preferred not to fly
with him.
"I had him for two trips ... and
I wasn't very impressed.
"He shot two approaches that
were downright hairy . . . The first
one, I took the airplane away from
him because he was very low and
we were looking up at the top of
Mt. - - . The second one he was
high, fast, and never did line up
with the runway so I took it away
and we approached again and I put
the other pilot in and let him make
the landing.
"Did he scare me? Yes sir, he
did, definitely.
"Some people have asked scheduling not to schedule them with him
again.
". . . told me that . . . he would
not upgrade-.
"He descended 700 feet below
minimums at the outer marker. The
copilot advised approaching minimums, 200 feet below minimums,
and 700 feet below minimums, at
which point the copilot demanded
that he add power."

But that is all in the past. Some
pilots don't upgrade as rapidly.
Where deficiencies are noted additional training is given. Only after
repeated training and repeated
checks can a pilot reach aircraft
commander status. Even then he
must face recheck after recheck;
they average one every three
months. You rationalize; impossible
to slip through. Listen again, they
are talking about events on this
particular cargo trip now.
On the previous leg the aircraft
commander experienced difficulty
on departure. He permitted the air-

craft to bank excessiveiy in turriS
and his airspeed varied between 120
and 180 knots during climbs. He
lost 500 feet of altitude during a
climbing turn. He also experienced
difficulty during the previous approach.

You aren't so sure, now, that the
accident was impossible. The producer seems to be as familiar with
the system as you are. However,
you still haven't been convinced.
What about the copilot? They're
talking about him now. You lean
forward to listen.
The copilot did n ot assume control of the aircraft in time to avert
the accident.

You can't argue that point. You
still have doubts, but if the accident
happened there is no doubt as to the
observation, "the copilot did not
assume control of the aircraft in
time to prevent the accident."
The panel of investigators seems
to be nodding.

Your eyes are glued to the screen.
A large black sign is stamped across
the picture as the investigation room
scene fades. The sign says, PRIMARY CAUSE. You wait, and the
words slowly bleed across from
right to left :
The pilot failed to conform to
prescribed letdown procedures and
descended below established minimums.

If that happened, you agree, it
must have been the primary cause.
These thrillers are getting more
far-fetched all the time. But that
scene of a burning airplane on an
island hillside bothers you. Could
that really have happened? In the
way shown? Now, whose faultthat pilot's? Or was this accident set
up somewhere back in time by a
long line of supervisors? Were they
the ghostly forms barely visible in
the fire and smoke ?
You turn the set off - wondering.

*
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AKE A FLIGHT of six F- lOOs
on deployment to E urope. After
eiaht hours over th e Atlan tic
destin~tion runway is goin g to look
mighty good, even though weather
is down to 400 feet w1th vtz from
one-half to one mi le in heavy rain.
Then, whoosh! No airspeeds! That's
ri ght, all six airspeeds kaput!
Th e T AC Airborne Command
Post sent out a call for help and
three F-lOSs (airspeed indica I :.Jrs
normal)
cram bled to lead the
S upersabre in. Intercept was mad_e
53 mi les out and the F-lOSs spilt
up, taking a '100 on each win g.
From here on a radar recovery wa
culminated in a safe landing in all
cases. After landing, the F-lOOs
were checked and water was found
in the systems.
Thanks, many thanks, to the
F- 105 jocks for a job well done.
And now, for an explanation of
the loss of airspeed indication on
the F-lOOs.
Basically, it' s quite simple water, with its property of being
a fluid above 32 degrees F. and a
olid below 32 degrees F.
After an in flight refuelin g near
Lajes, the fli ght climbed through
cirru s cloud s to flight level 330.
Shortly thereafter the airspeed
indicators malfunctioned. S ur e,
there is pitot heat for the ai r intake, but therein lies th e gi mmi ck.
The Dash One explains that hot
engine compressor bleed a it~ fo r the
deicing and ra in removal 1s take_n
from the mixing chamber of the atr
conditioning and p ressu r i za t ion
system. And, to ensure that sufficient heat is avai lable for pitot boom
anti -icing, the windshield anti-icing
or defrosting system should be
turned on. (Thi s is not true on
airplanes modifi ed by IF-100
D-510 ). Anti-icing of the pi tot
boom is controlled by a pitot boom
heat switch which should be left on
at all times. Further, under any
icing conditions it is neccessary, on
some F-lOOA and C models that th e
canopy defrost lever be at fu ll increa e, otherwi e full available heat
will not reach the boom. (DashOnes and recent TOs should be
checked on this .) This does not
apply to the F- l OOF-20 with the
elect ri cal elements :n the boom.
Now, sitting und e r the gla s
bubble at altitude and exposed to
the sun' s radiant heatin g, there is
a natural tendency to not want to
turn the heat up.

T
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So .. o .. o, as was appa renlly
the case in this incid en t, some of
the mo isture picked up in the pitot
boom doe.· what comes natu rally
when it o·ets to 32 degrees - it
f reezes. And ice in the pitot boom
makes for a no airspeed indication.
Dash One also states that under
some icing conditions, particula1·ly
at high altitud e, suffi cient pitot boom
heat may sti ll be unavail able to do
the anti-icing. lf the boom becomes
iced with pitot heat on, increasing
engi ne power and airspeed and decreas ing altitud e will assist in ice
removal. (Thi s suggested cure apparently paid off in the case of the
six ' 100 as a irspeed indicators
agai n became operational at low altitude and subsequent ground checks
revealed no ma lfun ctions.)
Here are three more in cidents, all
illustrative of the same ge n era l
problem:
• F-100 airspeed indicator was
obse rved in operative after nose
wheel liftoff on initi al takeoff. Pilot
was flyin g c ha se for instrument
a ircraft and a land ing on leader'
wing was made without f urth er incid ent. Weather was clear with
temperature minus 10 degrees. A ircraft was r emoved from warm
hangar prior to takeoff. P r obable
cause was that moisture in the pitot
tube condensed when the airc raft
was removed from the hangar and
froze during takeoff.
• F- lOOF airspeed indications
became erratic and later in d icated
ze ro. Pitot heat was used with no
effect. An esco rt a i r c r a f t was
laun ched and airspeed returned to
normal at lower al ti ture during
GCA. Water was found in th e pitot
system. Pi lot was in clea r a ir during the malfunction but had Hown
through rai n a nd cl oud s the previous
Hi ght.
• F-lOOF was flown thr o u gh
rain s h owe r du rin g desce nt t o
18,000 feet for ref ueling. During
climb at 35,000, a irspeed dropped
fo r fo ur minutes and th en retu rned
to normal. \ iVater was found in pitot
system .
That's it. Heed th e good Dash
O ne book, especiall y the section
that says to use the system even
at the expense of pilot comfo rt.
Better to sweat a little from heat
than a lot f rom an TFR no-airspeed
approach. Next time there might
just not happen to be hi endly FlOS s a round.

*
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John M. Radick and Maj Grover l. Heater, Jr., Directorate of Operations, Hq ACIC, St. Louis, Mo.

EVERAL YEARS AGO one
of our well-known surgeons, in
spea king o f how to attain
longev ity, encouraged the slapping
of a naggin g wife to reduce nervous
tension. We in the Aeronautical
Chart and Information Center indorse this philosophy with regard
to our charts and FLIP products.
If they don 't meet your operational
requirements, take a slap at them.
If you find errors-and you willslap ha rd !
This is not a new approach. During the 17th Century, when very
little was known about the world,
it was com mon practice for the
marine navigator to turn over to the
official state cartographer a nnotations and corrections to the charts
he used on his voyage. Durino- thi
time period in history, the success
of both the traveler and the cha rt
maker depended on close cooperation. Unfortuna tely, thi s close rela ti onship between the pil ot or navigator and the cartographer no longer
exists, primarily be ca u e of our
wide-spread and varied operation .
Today we have to beg, borrow and
steal information in an attempt to
keep our products compatibl e with
changing operational requirements,
and you sti ll have a responsibility
to keep the cartographers advised.
The other day, while flight planning in one of our base operation ,
on of the author overheard a pilot
remark, "At last, I see they finally
printed the correct magnetic course
on
airway. That' been in-

S

co rrect for over a year." Curiosity
getting the better of him, the author
introduced himself a a member of
ACIC and asked the pilot if he
would mind filling in the details. To
make a short story shorter, he and
the other pilot in hi organization
had known for a lon g time that the
magnetic course, a s printed by
ACIC, was wronrr. However, no one
had taken the trouble to notify us.
Unfortunately, in our travel s, we
find that some ba e operations
per onnel have the same philosophy.
It seem that the rule is, "A long
as the local people have the correct
information, I'm doing my job. "
SIDs are a good example of thi s
type of thinking. How many times
have you found a SID that doesn't
show mileage from the runway to
the first fix or to a point where
there is a minimum a ltitude restric tion? Of course, the locally based
pilot knows that the local VOR is
three miles from the runway, but
what about the poor tran ient?
ACIC trie to co rrect thi s type
of deficiency when the AF Form
272s arrive for publication; however, as many of you know, we
haven't been successful in m a ny
cases. We a ren ' t making excuses,
but when you consider that thi s
Center distr ibut es <:ipproximately
nin ety million items per year, you
ca n see that the law of averages i
bound to catch up with us.
How do you notify ACI C when
you fin d errors or don't like one of
our products- STMPLE. All base

operation (we hope) have ACJC
Form 0-150 which you may use.
The e are post ca rd s which car ry a
li sting of publications which might
conceivably be co rrected. S imp I y
check the appropriate boxes and add
a short statement concerning the
problem . If the pre-p r inted data
doesn't apply, don't worry about
checking boxes; a written desniption will do- Spanish, F rench, eYen
Pig L atin . The ca rd s a re pre-aclclres eel to
CI , a n d even the
postage i paid! Suppose you feel
like writing a letter- fine . The ad dress is the same-Det 1, ACIC
(A R SF), W ashington 25, D. C.
Remember, th e U AF poli cy i ,
"It i th e re spo nsibility of any
person notin g errors, omission., o r
rec o mm e nd ed changes in ACI C
products to report th em for cor rect ion. " Da e comma nders will note
that AFR 96-12 is ve r y specific
about their responsibilities concern ing revi ew of publications.
So, "take a slap at that nagg·in g
wife." When you see somethin g 'th<{t
doesn't make sen e or is obviously
wrong, let us kn ow about it. Maybe
pas ing-the-wo rd-along will not ~-e
duce th e nervous tension, but it ~vi!/
increase your longevity.

*
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Dow n? "

" I think so."
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Anchard F. Zeller, Ph. D., Research Psychologist,
Life Sciences Group
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Man operates in time. Every
follows a time sequence. At any poin
time sequence adequate functioning ca
down. If the information supplied t
the eyes or ears or by other means is i
quate, a proper decision and response cannot be init
If too much information is presented, too much ti e 's t
taken in determining its meaning. If information i
presented in an unsystematic way, a decision may ~
difficult or impossible in the time allotted. If the actio
required exceed the individual's strength, failure a n
result. If the action required involves too complicate f .
too refined reactions, failure may also result.
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a weapon could be disastrous. It is important therefore
that in the missile field selection not be left to chance.
Each individual, particularly in the operating crews,
must be carefully chosen.
Human beings do not come automati- .
cally equipped w1th knowledge. Most func- •
tions need to be learned. This implies that ~
~
training programs need to be developed.
At least three different kinds of training
need to be considered. First, there is original training
in which the person learns the basic elements of the
job to be done. Next, there is proficiency training in
which the techniques learned are reviewed and procedures refreshed. Last, there is transition training in
which an individual learns to do something new.
The learning period is consistently as- •
sociated with a higher degree of error than
tilt
any other. Experience has indicated that all
learning follows approximately the same
pattern. The curves of accomplishment,
activity, production, etc., vs. time are usually called
the "Learning Curves." The term is not often applied
to error rate curves. There is probably a· good correlation between error rate and rate of learning. In the
initial learning period, which proceeds rapidly, there
are probably more errors than later on when the rate
of learning gradually decline . This applies whether it
is an individual learning to do a certain task or a group
producing a piece . of equipment. In this curve ead1
period of time is marked by a decreasing rate of errors.
The curve descends rapidly and gradually smooths out
at some level of efficiency, ordinarily less than perfection. Because of the great number of errors during
initial learning. this period mu t be carefully controlled.
A carefully prepared training program must be developed and adhered to. Every tep of an individual's
progress must be controlled to insure that the required
learning is taking place with the least possible number
of errors.
Once learning ha reached an acceptable state it is
necessary that an individual practice what he has
learned.
Studies show that most information •
learned during a given lesson i lost during . :
the fir t 24 hours. After this, les er amounts
are lost until complete forgetting takes place.
'When a person practices what he has
learned forgetting is retarded. If he practices enough,
the function is improved rather than lost.
Missile crews are in a peculiar position. Some have
learned to do something which they will never be called
upon to actually perform. If performance i required,
it follows so long after learning that much forgetting
has taken place. It is important. therefore, that every
effor~ be made to insure proficiency even though actual
practice cannot be accomplished. The use of trainers,
imulated exercises and re-learning of the academic
portions of the job are all u eful means of keeping
current in the job required.
The third type of trainit.g tnvolves
transition training or upgrade training. In this the individi.tal must learn
something new. Here again some of
man's basic limitation make correct
functioning difficult. \Vben omething is learned, some

undefined change takes place in the nervous system.
The result is that although learning is difficult, it is
equally difficult to forget. In some situations the same
act in a new situation will result in a different end
result. For example, if identical switches are in precisely
the same position in two different con oles but associated with different systems, the activation of the wrong
system can sometimes result and be critical. Tn other
instances, a switch in the same position associated with
precisely the same system may have its direction reversed so that what is ON in one console is OFF in
another. This is particularly hazardous although the
new sequence may be learned quite easily. When a
person is distracted, however, he tends to revert to
the original pattern. Special checklists and resequencing
of actions are aids in avoiding such problems.
Although people can perform mechanical
type function , unlike static pieces of equipment, they have emotions an~ feelings. If
two people have the same baste talents and
training, the one with the greater interest
and motivation will con i tently perform better. A
person who is distracted by personal problems, worrie .
or ten ion can consistently be expected to have these
interfere in some way with the performance of his job.
Emotional di ruption in most instances leads only to
inefficiency and relatively minor error . In the critical.
missile field, however, it may lead to very serious and
co tly mistakes. This re-emphasizes the need for careful selection of people in the first place and a con tinuou watch to insure that emotional difficulties do
not develop.
It is seldom that an individual in a
!arge society wo;ks alone. This bring
mto focus a maJOr source of error. It
stems from a lack of clear definition of
•
what each individual's ta k is and from
a lack of adequate communication behveen individuals
regarding what they are to do. It is a fundamental of
good working relationship that everyone knows precisely what he is to do and be reminded of this regard Jess of how many time it ha been accomplished in
the past.
The supervisor must understand the task to be
accomplished. He must be acquainted with the capability of the people he has available. He must know the
limitations of the equipment· he is to use. The man
and the equipment must then be integrated into a
\\·orki ng unit to accompli h the a igned task.
In conclu ion, we must realize that the
operator of equipment is in a position tu
commit a great variety of errors which can
lead to accidents. Inadequate familiarity.
poor directions and long operating hour.
are a few of the conditions which can lead to difficulty.
However, accident can be prevented. Accidents are
for the most part the result of human failure. Most
human error is the result of people failing to accept
what they know. Namely, human tolerance cannot be
,·iolated. Excessive workloads, poor environmental
conditions or emotional tensions are all important consideration . . Tf any task is to be successfully performed.
full consideration must be given to the limitations of
the human element. And. i ( a ta!--k is uccessfully performed , it is saf~ly performed.

ll

R

*
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BOXCAR MISHAPS

ARTICULARLY 0
WEEKENDS, when much
regular Air Force busine s hits its low ebb, Reserve and
ational Guard flying boxcars are
familiar sights in many areas of the country. Ever
wonder how these units do, safety-wi e? After all,
they only work at flying part time.
They do pretty well, actually. Last year, for example,
they had but five major accidents, for a rate of 2.9.
And be ides doing most of their flying on weekends,
they don't have the most trouble-free bird in the
inventory.
By far their most critical materiel problem can be
spelled with one word - engines. Be they 4360s or
3350s, the problem still is engines. During the past
year they made 168 incident reports on engines or
engine accessories alone. These reports stemmed primarily from inflight engine shutdowns. And, when it's
fairly common to have to make your way back on one
engine in a twin-engine aircraft like the C-119 it's
essential that single engine proficiency be tops, else
there will be more than incident to report.
Engine problems fall into the prevalent categories.
On the -C model aircraft, engine have been equipped
with a variable speed blower and automatic engine
control. When operating from high elevation fields
where, particularly on hot days, den ity altitude is 1n
the 9000 foot range, this feature causes more trouble
than can be safely lived with. On takeoff roll, at about
90 knots, the supercharger of one or both engines
will occasionally shift to high blower. When thi
happen , a considerable yaw, a torque drop and subsequent overboost occurs. What naturally follows is
internal failure of the engine. A TO change, publi hed
last November, stipulates the replacement of the automatic engine control with manually operated throttle
and blower controls as a fix for this problem.
Premature failure has been the other major engine
problem area. Most have been attributed to poor overhaul contractual specifications. This condition ha been
corrected and, for two years now, overhauled engine

P
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have been meeting reliabihty criteria. Special analy i
of engine oil and revision of Dash One operating instructions have been implemented towards preservation
of these engines.
Prop problem have temmed principally from loss
of operating oil and oil eepage. TOs designed to
rectify these problems have been published.
Some trouble has been experienced with the landing
gear due to screw jack failures and upper torque arm
failures. Tos have also been i sued to correct these
deficienoies.
Three of the five major accident of 1962 were
charged to pilot factor. In one, a runaway propeller
occurred when the pilot was in a po ition to make a
straight in landing from one-half mile out. He elected
to make a go-around, during which control was lost and
the aircraft crashed.
During preparation for a night flight the emergency
gear switch was actuated instead of the emergency
power switch. Both main gears retracted.
Los of power shortly after lift off led to shutting
down the engine. A turn was tarted, during which
airspeed and altitude were di sipated to the extent that
a crash landing was inevitable.
Good as the '62 record may be, (the major accident
rate was reduced 20 per cent from 1961) there were
lesson learned worthy of being passed on. These include:
Pi lots must thoroughly know aircraft systems and
performance if sound, safe decisions are to be made
during emergencies.
When there is a lack of adeq u ate and qualified
supervision there i also a lack of crew professionali m,
Thorough adherence to checklist and care in manipulating switches in the cockpit are neces ary, particularly
during hours of darkne s, if mishaps are to be prevented.
Thorough flight planning and computation of expected aircraft performance is a prerequisite for safe
operations. (e. g., adherence to gros takeoff weight

's

limits and k n o w ledge of critical
single engine altit ucle and a irspeed.)
T horough kn owl edge of a ircraft
emergency p r ose dur es and r igid
crew discipline go hand in hand in
preventing mi haps.

.

One other accident, thi s one
charged to ma intenance, has such a
moral that it shoul d be include I:
During a ref ueling stop, and afte r
the a ircraft had been erviced, th e
pilot and copilot entered the aircraft
to sta rt the engi nes. T he right engine star ted, but th e crew was t.mable to engage the left engine sta rter.
Maintenance pe rsonnel were advised
of the trouble. Whil e the right engine wa still running the crew chief
and an electri cian went to the left
wheel well area. The electrician removed the junction box cover and
attached one end of the jumper wire
to the bus, intending to touch th e
other end to the starter relay tenn inal. The loo e end of the wire
touched the landing gear relay. T he
main landing gear started to r etract,
the lectrician ran, and th e a ircraft
settled on the fu selage.

*

AFTER THE STORM-i nvest igators check hail
damage to a C-119 control surface. A h ighly
localized, unpredicted hail storm caused major
damage to 25 ailerons and 15 elevators,
necessitat ing surface change . In add ition,
minor damage occurred to 38 ailerons and
eight elevators. This one storm, lasting but
a few minutes, rendered 34 aircraft out of
comm iss ion for surfa ce changes and rep a ir~ .

ACCIDENTS, INCIDENTS AND ALMOST ...
..... THE SOFT TOUCH. After touchdown and during landing rollout
the left main gear and nose gear sank through runway paving. The
airport was listed in the flight planning document as an unrestricted PC
field . However, approximately 700 feet of the runway is comprised of
approximately one-half inch oil and rock watershed covering adobe and
red clay. This stabilized area is an extension of the runway but with
no markings and no visible difference in appearance. Recent rains had
apparently undersoaked the ground until it would no longer support the
aircraft. In fact, it wouldn 't support the motor vehicles used to recover
the aircraft.

.....
CB FUMES. A B-58 crewmember, while moving forward in the
aisle to manually channel a radio, accidently discharged the CB fire
extinguisher. The crewmember received the discharge in the face, experiencing momentary blindness and extreme difficulty in breathing. O ne
hundred per cent oxygen was used to overcome fumes and assist in
breathing . The crewmember was examined by a flight surgeon after
landing, and because of a slight unsteadiness, was hospitalized. Full
recovery is expected. A directive has been issued requiring that the fire
extinguisher be moved prior to crewmember movement through the area.

..... MISNOMER. The pilot made a report vta radio and his aircraft
number was copied as 783. No such numbered airc raft was known to
be in the area . Subsequently, when the tape was replayed, it was discovered that the number was reported as "seventy-three" was interpreted
to be 783.
Proper procedure is to use the five digit call sign or code name and
number as shown on the clearance. Proper pronounciation of both letters
and figures is spelled out in the "Standard Terms and Phrases " section
of AFM 51-37.

.....
C-119 LUCK PUSHERS. Review of incident reports of C-119 incident
reports received during April revealed two insta nces where additional
landings were made after a gear shimmy was experi enced. No t strange ly,
shimmies were experienced on the additional landings.
When a gear shimmy is experienced, good judgment and safe
operating procedures dictate that the flight be terminated as soon as
practicable and proper maintenance performed.

..... THE L .. 0 .. 0 .. 0 .. N .. G RO LL. Everything checked. Brakes
were released. Acceleration normal, verified by acceleration speed check.
Now at 6000 feet, near lift-off point, rate of acceleration drops like
something is holding the plane back. It is! The approach chute has deployed! On and on the plane rolls. Slowly rotation speed is reached.
Finally, airborne! Comes a call from tower, "Your approach chute has
deployed. " The chute is jettisoned over farmland and performance is
again normal.
The tower operator, noting the chute deploy during takeoff roll,
hesitated intentionally to advise the aircrew commander for fear he might
create a momentary distraction during a critical phase of takeoff roll.
Recommendations are that control tower operators advise the pilot
immediately whenever any chute deploys on takeoff, also, that maintenance personnel be reminded of the significance of properly adjusted
approach chute doors.

*
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Turnabout

parent increase in gross weight soars. At 30 degrees
of bank the apparent increase is only 16 per cent but
at 60 degrees it is 100 per cent. We all know that the
bank limitation on most helicopters i 30 degrees, but
we know too that helicopter people are famou for
ignoring this limitation. Perhaps if they were familiar
with the numbers involved they would have more respect for the limitation.
There are other problems associated with the mechanics of the banked turn in helicopters such as retreating blade stall and structural stress at high gross
weights. The most pressing problem from the accident
prevention point of view is power management. We
have a good idea of how many helicopter power management accidents there have been. What we don't know
is, 'h ow many of our tired old birds have had their
guts nearly pulled out when the pilot induced a power
deficit in a low speed steep bank and was lucky enough
to get away with it. We can't help but wonder how
many of these same bi rds were later involved in engine
failure accidents.

*

EQUILIBRIUM TURN FORCE DIAGRAMS

Maj H. G. C. Hennenberger. Reprinted from APPROACH, Feb 1963

F

IXED WING PILOTS are all too familiar with
the theory that as bank angle increases there is a
corresponding increase in stalling speed. Since
helicopters don't have the same stall characteristics as
fixed wing aircraft it is doubtful that helicopter people
are as familiar with the theory as their fixed wing
brethren.
Load factor or "G", however, increases with bank
angle in a helicopter in exactly the ame way it does
for any other aircraft. Correspondingly, the power required to hold airspeed in the bank without losing
altitude increases. If the pilot doesn't come in with
that extra power at the precise moment it is needed,
he further compli cates the power problem and he either
begins to settle or lose airspeed. If he holds airspeed
he will settle, if he holds altitude he will lose airspeed.
If he is heavily loaded he may not have the extra power
to spare and if he is close to the deck he will undoubtedly
succumb to the urge to come in with collective. The
story from here on is all too familiar to helicopter
pilots - another loss-of-turns accident.
Helicopter pilots should be just as familiar with
the important numbers associated with bank angles in
their particular machine as fixed wing pilots are. Ask
any jet driver what per cent increase in stall speed
is generated in a clean 30-degree bank over the break
in his bird and he can probably tell you. But ask the
average helicopter pilot what per cent increa e in
apparent gross weight is generated in a 30-degree bank
for his bird and the odds are that he can't tell you .
The load factor and, hence, apparent gross weight
increase in banks up to 30 degrees is relatively small.
Even so, under the right set of adverse circumstances,
such as high density altitude, gusty air, poor pilot technique and high gross weight, a power deficit could
easi ly be induced . Above 30 degree of bank the apPAGE TEN • AEROSPACE SAFETY
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Load factor developed
the following:
a. Limit load factor of
b. Power available to
c. Blade stall.

=

1/COS 0 : for 0 = 30 °
1.16
in a turn could be limited by

structure.
maintain altitude and airspeed.

Below is a rough load factor breakdown on some of
our helicopters at various angles of bank. Included is
the apparent weight increase over a given gross weight
in straight and level flight.

APPARENI' WEIGHI' INCREASE OVER INITIAL GROSS
Baok Load Factor HUS*
10°
1.02
226
2o• ·
1.06
678
. 30°
1.16
1808
1.3
3390
~··
: 45.
1.42
4750
so• .
6200
1.55
ss•
1.74
8370
so•
11 , 300
2 . 00

HUP•
106
318
850
1600
2225
2900
3900
5300

HOK*
118
354
945
1770
2470
3250
4370
5900

HRS•
ISO

450
1200
2250
3150
4100
5500
7500

H-34 (HUS) loaded initially to 11.300 lba.
UH-25 (HUP) loaded initially-to 5300 lbe.
OH-430 (HOK) loaded initially to 5900 lbe.
CH-19E (HRS) loaded initially to 7500 lba.

~.Increase

2%
6%
16%
30%
42%
55%
74%
100%

.

One Electrifying Day
Robert D. Nagle, Electronics Engineer, Flight Safety Division

This subject refers to the contents of one day's
incoming messages concerning electrical malfunctions
in Air Force weapon systems. (Ed. Note: Asterisks
indicate author's remarks relative to selected messages.)
The FIRST message referred to an incident wherein
two external tanks were inadvertently released in flight.
Quote: Concerned aircraft has been flown twice with
test equipment utilizing flash bulbs to detect stray
voltage. Both flights were successful in that all systems
operated without any evidence of stray voltage in the
pylon jettison circuits. Both pylons and 450-gallon tanks
were then installed and the aircraft has had one successful flight with the tanks empty and two successful
flights with 100 gallons of fuel in each tank. Note all
test flights were conducted over water avoiding populated land area. Based on the above test the aircraft has
been released. Unquote. *Chalk up one more undetermined cause in this area.
The SECOND message reported a lightning strike
on the nose of a C-118 cruising at 11,000 feet in
clouds. The Nr 2 HF antenna was struck, causing it
to break and flap against the fuselage. Radios were
inoperative for a short period. A small hole was found
in the vertical stabilizer, most likely the point at which
the charge departed the aircraft. *This is an Act of
God type of incident against which there is little defense.
The THIRD message referred to explosive squibs
igniting while an. airman was tightening the ground
leads of the squibs. At the same time the squibs fired,
he noted a spark from his wrench which had made
contact with a terminal block. *It didn't take much
investigation effort to determine that all electrical power
should have been disconnected before maintenance of
this kind.
The FOURTH message reported a functional check
flight after a 150-hour postflight inspection on a twinengine jet fighter. The right engine was shut down at
30,000 feet with windmilling RPM at 30 per cent.
Ignition did not occur during attempted airstart. All
alternate means were used without success. Both generators were then turned off to get emergency DC
power but ignition was still not accomplished; an
emergency was declared and a single engine landing

was accomplished. One igniter plug of the right hand
engine was cracked. A loose wire was found on a circular
terminal strip. Upon engine runup on the ground in
preparation for another functional check flight, ignition
could only be turned off by turning battery power. off.
Further investigation revealed a faulty ignition timer
relay. *Thi s indicates a total · of three failures in the
same system, all present simultaneously.
The FIFTH message reports an explosive incident.
An experienced airman was installi11g the left hand
drop tank explosive bolts on a B-47. Two and a half
hours earlier, explosive bolts fired on the same aircraft with no warning. A complete wiring checkout
had been completed. Upon inserting the right and left
hand bolts .for the tank, the airman was examining serial
numbers on thrusters w.hen the right bolt blew again.
A fragment' hit the airman on the ·collarbone; puncturing the skin. Minor first aid was required. At the time
of the incident, the bolts were completely disconnected
from the circuit, with no wire attachment' of any kirid.
A safety observer was in th·e cockpit to insure the ·
jettison switc-hes wer.e n0t activated. The left bolt
. did not fire. Fuses to left tank had blown on the
original occurr~nce and had not been re-instailed. '1 he
cause was undetermined.
The SIXTH message involved smoke in the cockpit .
during takeoff and the flight was aborted. A connector,
P /N MS3106F-28-11P, was shorted and burned. Ther·e
was evidence of moisture in the spaghetti that .covers
the wiring. The most probable cause · was moisture in
the connector: *This iqcident..was similar to another that
occurred three days earlier.
The SEVENTH message was a reference to a·n
incident already reported wherein the arresting hook
extended inadvertently. The primary caus~ was maintenance error, in that a mechanic inadvertently de·pressed .the control switch ~nd 6red the arresting hook
explosive bolt.
The EIGHTH message reported the loss of oil
pressure after one hour and fifteen min~tes of flight
in a twin-engine jet fighter. The right hand engine
was shut down and dtlring windmi1ling, the oil pressure
dropped to zero. A constant ·speed drive hose assembly .
broke and all oil was lost.
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The NINTH mes age reported a right hand generato r failure. A single engine landing was accompli hed
after shutting down the right hand engine. The right
hand constant peed drive wa not rotating and the
magnetic plug contained ~"<ces ive metal contamination.
.Jo oil con umption was evident on the right hand
engine. The left hand engine required 19 pint of oil
which was cause for engine removal. ':'This in cident
points up the probability of loss of both engines, had
the flight progressed further, since the pilot would not
be aware that the constant speed drive on the right
hand engine was not rotating.
The TENTH message al o reported the loss of the
right wing missile pylon over land. Cartridge wa not
installed. An explosive bolt separation occurred in
center of designed failure a rea, a mechanical failure.
The involved organization is pre ently removing all
explosive bolt for x-ray examination.
The ELEVENTH message referred to two inci dents and one major accident since 1 March, all of
which involved failure of the pylon jetti on gun. Preliminary information was that failures have occurred
as a result of exces ive roll G forces. It was recommended that all pilot use caution in weapon delivery
and comply with existing G restrictions.
The TWELFTH message reported a T -33 in cident
involving a plenum chamber fire warning light af ter
15 minute airborne. A piece of loos e safety wire
shorted acros a terminal strip which cau ed a false fire
warning.
The THIRTEE TTH me sage reported an incident
involving a napalm drop during a close support and
training mi s ion. The left napalm tank would not relea e normally. Attempt to jettison, u ing outboard
pylon jetti on circui t, resulted in only the right pylon
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and rock t launcher leaving th e ai rplane. When "jettison all' button was pre sed, the left and ri ght pylons
jettisoned. The left inboard pylon struck the remaining
napalm tank and ruptured it at the mid-section. Return
to base wa made with the empty ruptured napalm tank
still attached. Wires of the system were foun d to have
been jerked out of staked terminals and a broken resistor was found on the wi ng pylon jettison re i tor
panel.
The FOURTEENTH me sage wa another regarding con tant speed drives in F4B aircraft. Bus tie
light came on during taxi after flight. Pilot recycled
right hand generator witch. Thi was followed by
flickering of all warning lights, ri ght hand and left
hand generato r and the bus tie. Upon hutdown,
smoke wa observed coming from the left hand generator and constant speed drive. Thi was the ninth
electri cal ystem failure for that squad ron during a
15-day period with four occurring in one day. A
possible contributing cause wa that this squadron was
not equipped with a sui table vari-d r ive to test the contant speed drive and generator before installation.
The FIFTEENTH me age reported generator
failure compound ed by complete electrical failure in
a T -33. This resulted in fuel tarvation after losing all
radio and navigational equipment, and the occupant
bailed out. The cau e of the generating sy tem failure
is presently unknown. *The number of identical mi hap
in T-Birds would pmbably total about 50 over the
last ten years.
The SIXTEENTH mes age also involved a T-33
electrical fai lure as a result of an improperly staked
terminal of a generato r lead. The pi lot was at 31,000
f et and UHF trouble was encountered while tryinO'
to
0
contact the Atlantic Center. A ll radio was lost by the
time he noticed the "generator out" warnin g li ght. It

line level. The moisture-in-connector problem continues
to be manifest in all systems. It trips off stores, fires
guns and missiles without warning. It causes dangerous
flight control problems and all manner of difficulties in
landing gears-there's no use naming every aircraft
system. Name any system and there will be associated
malfunctions involving moisture-in-connector trouble.
It's an insidious, sneaky thing and the difficulty is that
when the trouble-shooting begins, the moisture has most
likely evaporated. The lack of visible residue is no
criterion either; the moisture path may have been there
just the same. The other half of the connector problem
is foreign metallic objects inside. The use of vacuum
cleaners and clean brushes is conspicuous by the absence
of same. The use of these articles should be stepped up.
The same goes for terminal strips - before the covers
are installed.
The message "stack" for this particular day is not
unusual. Some days it is worse. Your help is invited.
This does not mean the "S uggestion Box." These are
matters that require rapid and correct evaluation for
even more rapid corrective action. Go the UR or EUR
route in accordance with TO 00-35D-54.
cover was rotated to the maximum dimmed pos1t10n.
*The battery eventually went dead and, by good fortune,
a flashlight-and be ing able to observe other aircraft
for direction-he made it to Maxwell. A U R was
submitted on the dimmable "generator out" light. 1his
points up the necessity to take a good look at what
warning lights should not be dimmable. It also involves
a training deficiency in that all warning lights should
be left in the maximum brilliance position at least for
the first warning, should it occur.
The SEVENTEENTH message was a critical
safety hazard EUR involving a B-57. During a night
GCA, a dangerously high wing heaviness condition
was noted and the cause was evaluated as attributable
to a faulty circuit breaker. Symmetrical balance was
obtained by pressing a circuit breaker which was making
intermittent contact. There are two circuit breakers,
each labelled "WING and TIPTANK"-one for each
side. '''The recommendation included in the message
appears to be a good one. Wire one circuit breaker
for both tiptanks and the other for both wing tanks. In
the event one fails, lateral balance should be retained.
This resume of one day's message arriving at one
desk may have appeared boring but it points up the
variety of mishaps that are happening daily, many of
which could have been easily prevented. And these
are not all of them-they're only the ones involving
electrical matters in one form or another. The continued
loss of external stores is apparent in this group of
messages as well as the continued need for more reliable
constant speed drive generator systems.
It is apparent that explosive bolts have some "hairtrigger" tendencies that must be corrected. There is a
continuing, repeat CONTINUING, need for protecting
connectors from moisture induction beginning at the
design level right on through maintenance at the flight

To sum it up - when sifting the pieces after an
accident, investigators find the moisture and foreign
objects that may have been in connectors have a habit
of disappearing. Even the connectors are pulled or exploded apart. Sometimes there's lots of moisture - it
may have rained or the firemen put it there. Get the
picture? We need your help - badly.

*
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"Now that you mention it, I do notice a power loss. "
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AST APRIL, at 0720 in the
morning, an Air _Fore~. F-101
rolled into takeoff posttion on
the active runway at an East Coast
base. A light rain was falling, but
visibility was goocl- 10 miles. Power
checked. Brakes were released. Acceleration was n01·mal.
At about 150 knots, as the pilot
rotated, he caught a glimpse of a
large flock of gulls on the right side
of the runway. As the fighter took
off, so did the gulls. There were
hundreds of them. Abruptly, they
swerved up and into the path of the
climbing '101. The pilot pulled the
nose up higher, hoping to outclimb
the birds by using maximum angle
of attack. However, just moments
before reaching the flock, he had
to lower the nose slightly when the
aircraft shuddered. Now the gulls
were just above and in _a direct li~e
with the plane. The ptlot and hts
radar intercept officer ducked. Certain collision was inevitable; the
pilot attempted to flip on the antiicing switch to provide continuous
ignition to the engines. Inadvertently, he knocked the right afterburner off, but did get the continuous ignition switch on.
As the plane plowed into the
mass of gulls it lunged and swayed,
as in a severe yaw. The yaw sensation was accentuated by loss of
burner on the right engine and
rapid head movements in the cockpit. Severe compressor stalls in the
left engine further aggravated the
erratic flight path. (Witnesses noted
torching of the left engine at this
time, further evidence of the series
of compressor stalls.) To stop the
stalls, the pilot came out of AB on
the left engine.
Momentarily, the pilot pulled back
both throttles, then, remembering
his altitude he shoved them forward
to full military. There was no apparent engine response to this
throttle movement, but control feel
was still normal.
ext, the pilot
eased both throttles back about halfway on the quadrant. RPM steadied
at 85 per cent left, 83 per cent right.
Both EGT and EPR were higher
than normal.
Now, under control, an emergency
was declared. The pilot had not had
time to retract gear and flaps. He
left them extended, flew a wide
downwind pattern and made a land ing with no further difficulty.
Damage: Severe foreign object
damage (sea gulls) to the right

eno-ine, slight damage to the left
en~ine, left wing flap slight ly
bu~kled, landing and taxi lights
broken. The pilot reasoned that
penetrating the flock with the highest
possible angle of attack probably reduced the amount of damage to the
upper portions of the aircraft.
Both engines had ingested several
of the gulls. Casualties included 35
countable carcasses found on the
runway, plus four walking wounded.
Activation of continuous ignition
just prior to impacting the birds

may well have prevented loss of
the aircraft, and possibly its crew.
Spectacular, yes! Isolated case,
no! In 1962 there were 53 reported
cases of USAF aircraft damaged by
collision with birds.

ANALYSIS
Analysis of the factual data in
the 1962 bird strike cases provides
the following information.
Although the bird was observed
in approximately 40 per cent of the

This photo shows impact point on lower right corner of right windscreen of T-33 . Although
considerable damage was done to the windscreen frame, the canopy was only slightly damaged .
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instances, little or no action was
taken in 81 per cent of the collisions.
Usually the bird was observed just
prior to impact. In some in tances,
although action was taken to avoid
the bird, the bird dived at the aircraft.
Of the identifiable birds, buzzard
and other large birds were encountered most often. Encounters
with large birds were most frequent
en route and on low level missions.
Small birds of starling and blackbird variety were found most often
in the vicinity of airfields. Sea gulls
were the primary bird hazard in
coastal areas. Fighter aircraft were
involved more than any other type,
possibly because of their high speed.
Encounters by type were: Fighter
21, trainer 13, transport 12, bomber

7.

•

Only one of the 53 strikes occurred above 5000 feet, this a C-124
that encountered a flock of migratory birds over Canada in May.
Most strikes occurred at less than
1000 feet. Nine that occurred during
the takeoff phase were within onefourth mile of the runway.
Thirty-seven of the encounters
were during the en route phase. Of
the 16 remaining, nine were considered to have been possibly preventable by some form of anti-bird
device.
Aircraft wings and engines were
areas most often involved, with the
engine the most critical area from
safety of flight consideration. Seven
flameouts or shutdowns resulted
from bird ingestion. Five of these

Dents on this visor cover were pro b a b I y
caused by the magnetic compass which broke
loose. The microphone connection on the
front of the mask was shattered. A hole in
the 02 hose can be seen about 4 inches from
the mask. The flight surgeon stated the visor
and mask protected pilot's face .

occurred on takeoff or go-around,
one resulting in a major aircraft
accident. Areas of damage were:
wing 23, engine 16, fuselage 8, windscreen 5, stabilizer 1.
Bird strikes on the wind screencanopy area caused the greatest
number of injuries to aircrew pei·sonnel. Of the five incidents in this
area, two resulted in injw·ies to
three aircrew members. Helmets and
goggles were considered to have prevented greater injuries and possibly
a fatality.
Twice as many incidents occurred
in the southeastern and southwestern
U. S. as occurred in the northern
half of the country. The breakdown
discloses: SW 17, SE 13, NE 8,
foreign areas 8, NW 7.
The majority of the bird collisions
were in early spring months and
again in late fall, corresponding with
the most active migratory bird
seasons. Encounters by period
numbered: Apr-Jun 21, Oct-Dec 19,
Jul-Sep 9, Jan-Mar 4.

ACTION UNDERWAY
Experimental work to develop devices designed to eliminate birds
from airfields is primarily mechanical, chemical or electrical. Most
mechanical sound producing devices
have proven ineffective since the
birds soon get accustomed to the
noise. Ultra-sonic and sonic waves
have proven unsuccessful. In fact,
the vibrations associated with the
sound spectrum of a commercial air
transport actually attract birds. It
has been suggested that the sound
spectrum contains a noise identical
to the chirp of crickets.
The most promising device to
elate appears to be the use of distress calls of birds. A combination
of distress calls and the firing of
"shell crackers" has proved quite
effective.
The FAA is researching the
bird hazard problem with the aim
of eliminating or minimizing this
hazard. This long range research
project goes into such areas as bird
behavior, testing of known or proposed devices or materials for use
in bird control, sterility producing
agents and chemical, sonic and electronic media.

Require control tower operators
to advise departing and arriving aircraft when flocks of birds are seen
roosting on the airfield.
l'lush birds from roosting areas
near runways prior to aircraft takeoffs. Use scaring devices such as
shotgun shells and firecrackers designed to explode at intervals.
( Scaring devices usually only provide temporary relief in the case of
migratory birds. Birds permanently
remaining in the area soon learn
scaring devices are harmless and
return.)
Permanent control:
Eliminate clumps and other unsanitary conditions. These attract
gulls, starlings and other birds that
eat waste food.
Destroy potential roosting sites.
Tall reeds, weeds or brush attract '
starlings and blackbirds.
Replace berry and seed producing
shrubs with shrubs less attractive to
birds.
Drain ponds and other water accumulation areas.
Cut deep grass near runway and
adjacent areas.
Apply herbicides and weed killers
to kill broadleaf seed plants and
weeds to eliminate roosting areas.

CONCLUSIONS
. Aircraft speed makes it highly
Improbable that the bird will be
avoided, even after it has been observed.
The airport environmental area
upwards to one-fourth mile from
the runway is the only area wherein
employment of present known
methods or devices may reduce the
hazard of birds on the airfield.
Elimination of bird strike hazards
outside the immediate airport areas
must depend primarily upon modification of equipment to reduce such
hazards. Efforts to shield jet engine
intake_s and to improve strength of
canopies should result in some improvement.
Low level routes should be
selected outside known paths of migratory birds.

*

SUGGESTIONS
l'or temporary relief:
Publish a NOT AM concerning
any influx of migratory birds.

"Buzzard?"

"I think so."
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Last year, 1962, there were 428 Air Force lives lo st in private automobile accidents. During the first
fiv e months of this year the score was 312, a 19 pe r cent increase. The automobile continues to lead
all other causes for Air Force fatalities. Some of the reasons are examined by Col Emmert C. Lentz,
Chief, Life Sciences Group, Directorate of A erospace Safety , in an attempt to answer the question,

428

FEW YEARS AGO I had a shaking experience with a new automobile. I had registered into
a motel and, a little later, started on a trip to
town. The motel driveway opened onto a main highway.
As I approached the highway I prepared to stop, but
when I applied the brake the foot pedal went to the
floor. I gave it a quick two or three pumps - nothing!
My emotional response was a rapid transition from
amazement to sheer panic. I could not even remember
that the automobile had an emergency brake. My final
reaction was to shove the automatic transmission into
reverse and the car skittered to a stop.
No damage was incurred except to my ego and
exhausted nervous system. Exami nation of the car revealed that a bleeder plug had loosened and had let
the hydraulic fluid escape.
This story illustrates the psychological blockage
that can occur when an individual is faced with a
sudden totally unexpected emergency, causing a few
seconds of inability to respond. Brake fai lures and
other mechanical malfunctions, howeve r, cause relatively
few accidents. What then are the major causes for
automobile accidents among our Ai r Force populatiun?
If we consider the entire driving population it
would be necessary to examine the probl ems of age
and medical conditions. Obviously old age is n ot likely
to be a problem concerned with Air Force personnel.
Our age grouping runs from young to middle age.
Medical infirmities also do not present a serious problem. The military driver population is subject to continuous medical screening which eliminates the more
severely affected people from our posts and bases.
However, some epileptics who have responded successfully to therapy are retained in the military service.

A
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Adequate liaison should be maintained between the
surgeons and safety officers to insure that these personnel are identified by an appropriate physical profile
document or other means in their personnel record s.
T his is to preclude their assignment to a number of
hazardous work fields. They should not be authorized
to drive government vehicles or operate heavy equipment. This raises the question of whether the afflicted
military person should be authorized to operate a private motor vehicle on the military installation. Each
case must be decided on an individual evaluation.
There are also many psychophysiological factors
bearing on accidents. Some of these are distraction,
fatigue, auto-hypnosis, carbon monoxide poisoning and
lack of sleep. Underlying any set of accident statistics
there may be more interestin g unknown factors .
Statistical coding tends to be based on the more
obvious errors or on the link of the chain which can
be successfully prosecuted. A man might be di stracted
from his driving by an attractive figure standing at the
bus stop. Assume he crashes into the rear of the car
ahead. He gets charged with something like "following
too close" or for "reckless driving." We can even
assume that prior to the distraction there was no
offense. It was only after his distraction that the
distance between the cars diminished to the point that
the accident became inevitable. Such accidents also involve two cars and two or more people which furnishes
the setting for further distortion of our statistics.
Fatigue hides itself in dub ious ways. Long hours
behind the wheel give the individual a degree of insensibility to speed. The fatigued individual further
finds that "due care," "caution" and "j udgment" are
much more easily compromised.

'i
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Fatigue is conducive to a state of auto-hypno is.
C ncurrent with fatigue, the long hours at the wheel
of a vehicle and leaking exhaust fume into the cab
or car increase the po ibility of the driver uffering
from some degree of carbon monoxide poisoning.
Irrespective of the links or the arrangement of the
links in this chain, the resulting accident is charged
to the more obvious fact that the driver fe ll asleep.
Fall ing asleep, whatever the contributing causes
might be, is a real accident cause problem in our military population. Extension of military control of personnel traveling under the validity of a Clas A pa s
and traveling while on temporary duty, leave and permanent change of tation order , i a · challenge I
relegate to our military commanders.
Let's next con ider our big problem which is youth
and immaturity. In this group we have the untrained,
the poorly trained, the well trained and those that
can't be trained. In 18 to 20 years a baby grows phy ically to manhood or womanhood. The chronological age
of an imlividual is not a val1d index of the individual's
em tiona! maturity, nor of the adequacy of the indi vidual's personality to maturely respond to the complexities of his problems.
Before discussing the more complex problem let
u first consider the average youth. California high
chools offer a mandatory drivers' course of 30 hour .
Of the 30 hours, 8-12 hours a re spent in a car. Three
tudent are taken by the in structor for each hour' s
in truction. This gives each student 18 trips wherein
each spends 20 minute behind the wheel. Each student's driving experience for the course is six hours.
A driver with this amount of experience may be
safely able to ferry passengers from the Operations
Building to the BOQ on our bases. 1 am not prepared
to certify him for tmlimited highway driving. These
trainee need further graduated hiO'hway experience
with an in tructor. My experience ha been that most
partly-trained drivers are totally unprepared to integrate the factor of higher speeds to potential hazards.
Their driving horizon i not ufficiently eli tant. Their
sense of safe car spacing i inadequate. Their sense
of the stopping distance is inadequate and their sense
of the increased passing eli tance i inadequate.
At the Air Force 3rd Annual afety Congress a
company demonstrated a driver trainer. Ten highway
sequence were projected onto a screen. The accelerator
pedal controlled the speed of the movie camera and
a recorder. The individual uccessfully accelerated,
teerecl, decelerated and braked to meet each potentially
hazarclou situation or he era heel. This trainer provided a very realistic exposure to common highway
accident producing situation which many indiv iduals
have learned the hard way. The films and sequences o£
such a trainer could be expanded to expose the trainee
to most every conceivable driving hazard. S uch a trainer
could be a most valuable adjunct in driver training.
Let' consider for a moment a bit of immaturity,
buri ed hostility, etc., that i present in many of u .
The delay cau ed by an accident, a road block, the
haggling of the wife, the lo s of a sale or a score
of situations may trigger a release of adrenalin and the
driver takes it out on the accelerator. For a period of
time, u ual caution and common road courtesy i cast

a ide. ntil the temper cools we have no less than a
temporary maniac behind the wheel. I have no ready
solution for this problem. The trainer of Amos and
Enos, the chimpanzee astronaut , 1 rovided an electric
shock when the "monks" made ami take. A comparable
shocking system on the automobile accelerator might
be effective.
A moment ago I menti ned immaturity in conjunction with youth. Under the general topic of immaturity
we must consider the subject of alcohol as a primary
leading cause of hi ghway accident . Perhaps it would
be better to plagiarize the title of a book, "Devils,
Drug and Doctor " - alcohol being the devil, barbituate , tranquilizers and pep pills being the drug ,
and the doctors for being so promiscuou in writing
prescnptwns as well as for their activities in urging
corrective action.
At last year's Safety Congre s I conjecture I that
the alcohol problem raise its head in around 60 per
cent of the Air Force's fata l accidents. In eight years
of large hospital administration one of my routine
queries in making a round of the orthoped ic wards
containing the victims of automotive accidents was to
ask the que tion, "What happened to you - mixing
a little alcohol in the gasoline - or having too heavy
a right foot?" "I guess a little of both," wa such a
common answer. I believe it approached 70 per cent.
Only once did I hear of a brake failure.
The alcohol problem i one of public, legi slative
and executive apathy. People are unwilling to face the
facts. A little alcohol may give the appearance of
livening up a party. A imilar amount in the blood of
a young automobi le driver is another matter. It provides the little tempering of ordinary caution, care
and judgment which, plus an auto, is all that is required to provide the ettinO' for an accident. The right
foot i pre eel a little harder with diminished appreciation of it effects. Who bothers to consider that as
you accelerate from 40 to SO mile an hour you have
added kinetic energy equivalent to that entai led in accelerating from zero to 30 mile per hour ; that in
accelerating from SO to 60 we have added the kinetic
energy we wrap into an automobile in accelerating
from 0 to 33 miles per hour; that in accelerating from
60 to 70, one ha again added the energy equ ivalent
to accelerating from 0 to 36 mile per hour.
It is regrettable that the alcohol problem remain
so submerged in the highway accident picture. Police
are tied to submitting charO'e that the court will
support. The drinking driver, particularly the les intoxicated, are frequently charged with reckles driving,
driving on the wrong ide of the road, speed ing, or
for the offense which can be uccessf ully pro ecuted.
The courts, on the other hand, are der endent on the
laws enacted by the respective tate legislatures and
the Motor Vehicle Code. We can add that the military
i , in turn, geared to the common codes, court decisions,
etc., of the tates.
A long as people entertain the thought that a man
can safely drive unl ess he is incoordinately drunk.
the e highway fatalitie will continue. Ceasing and
de isting from mixing alcohol and gasoline will save
hundred of Air Force lives annually.

*
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a
Capt George H. Norton, Director of Safety, Hq AFMDC, Holloman AFB, New Mexico

...
AVE YOU T-BIRD JOCKS ever taken off from
ye olde aerodrome feeling like you could conquer the
world and that you could do no wrong? You know,
the old "tiger" approach.
There was one morning I remember when I could
have licked any tiger in the Air Force, young or old,
two or four legged. I was going on a flight that I had
flown many times before. We were to fly a tactical
formation mission to 30M and to terminate at home
plate with a formation landing. The only difference between this mission and any other tactical formation mission was that we were going to fly formation with a
QF-80 drone. Usually a drone is a pilotless target aircraft controlled by radio control functions from another aircraft. In this case the QF-80 had a pilot at
the controls (commonly called a Safety Pilot) to override any incorrect radio control commands that might
be made by our young student Remote Controller (RC
Pilot) in the front seat of the remote control (Director) aircraft.
As the tiger in the back cockpit of the DT-33 control aircraft, I was acting as instructor to teach our
young RC pilot how to fly by radio control. This normally is quite simple for an experienced RC pilot to
do. All he does is punch a few buttons and these buttons in turn send coded signals to the autopilot in our
QF-80 and it reacts. However, to become an experienced RC pilot, one has to go through extensive training.
This is what we were to accomplish on this bright
sunny day.
We took off from the air patch with me flying

H
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from the back seat of our T -33 director aircraft, and
our young student in the front seat was taking the QF80 off by radio control. Now this young "Puddy Tat"
( not quite a full grown tiger ) had flown quite a few
missions like this, so we were not too concerned with
the first phases of the mission. O ur main interest was
to be centered on the traffic pattern and landing phases.
I must interject a point here: whenever a drone
aircraft is flown on a Nullo (unmanned) mission, it is
controlled by radio from another aircraft, and when it
is flown into the traffic pattern it is turned over to a
ground controller on the final approach who effects
the final approach and landing of the drone. In an
emergency it is possible to land the drone in formation
from the radio control (director) aircraft. This is
generally called an air-to-air landing and was what we
were to practice.
Our young Puddy Tat had never made an air-to-air
landing so it was up to this Tiger to tell him how to
do it. Old Tiger was pretty sharp this morning as he
was in a realm that he had been in many, many times.
Puddy Tat couldn't have had a better instructor! We
had made a few low approaches for practice and were
finally going into our last pattern. This was it. Old
Tiger could really show his stuff. The drone was
turned onto a base leg with the T-33 in formation.
As we turned base, the flaps and landing gear were
commanded full down on the drone and likewise in the
director aircraft. The gear on the QF-80 was checked
visually to be down and locked, and the Safety Pilot
in the F-80 visually checked the gear of the director

.

aircraft to be down and locked. The gear wa fudher
as ertained to be down by Tiger.
As we turned onto the final approach the tower called
and requested we do a 360 to let another jet aircraft
land before making our landing. The turn was accomplished and we were again on final approach. At
this point old Tiger's china clippers were going a mile
a minute, telling Puddy Tat how to ~ffect the flareout
and touchdown of the drone. In the mterest of safety,
it was the normal procedure for the pilot in the back
seat of the director aircraft to call the power off as
soon as he knew he had the landing made.
Old Tiger was real sharp this morning. He flew
perfect formation (as u ual ) and _called power of! at
just the precise moment. When Ttger had ascertamed
the drone was under complete control he placed his attention on his own landing. All of a udden this old
Tiaer's tail stood straight out and all the hair on his
ba~k stood straight up. (His sixth sen e coming to
life.) The reason for all this sudden flow of adrenalin
was that the drone was already on the ground and
old Tiger' aircraft was lower than the drone and still
hadn't touched down yet. (Any bets?)
Well, Old Ti_ger being real sharp, cobbed the power
and leveled out JUSt as ye olde T-Btrd touched clownminus the landing ticks. A we touched dO\":n the
power was passing through SO per cent. Now tf any
of vou have never seen a Tiger pray, you should have
bce;1 there at that precise moment. Vve grow1d along
the ground for what seemed about 100 miles, Tiger
playing the controls feeling for that last ray of hope.
\Nell, it came, and Tiger's prayers were answered. That
old T -Bird got airborne again minu~ half of its flap
and a small hole in its belly. (We ltd on ly about 200
feet before becoming airborne.) We pulled up onto a
downwind, placed the gear handle in the down position
(ye , it was up!), checked the gear down, decla~ed an
emergency and landed. To retrogre sa moment: tmmediately after becoming airborne from the grave, our
young Puddy Tat was heard to a k " \ Vha' Hoppened ?"
(Any comments?)
.
When old Tiger got on the ground, all the vtgor and
vitality was gone. He wilted like an unstarched shirt
in a bowl of hot jello.
I don't think there is any question as to who bought
the accident. It took 175 hours to repair Tiger's chariot
so it could fly again.
I ow if any of you tigers get up some morning and
feel like you could lick any tiger on two legs or four,
just remember: there is always another tiger somewhere
that feels the same way. That other tiger i usually
called "Fate."
This tiger called Fate is always on the lookout for
that little opening to get at your throat or your b~lly.
In this case he got to my belly. He found hts openmg.
From the time the gear was put down on the base leg,
the gear was never rechecked to be down and locked
until after the aircraft had touched down and become
airborne again minus a few pounds of metal. Believe
me, this isn't the time to check your gear to be down
because, if it isn't, you might not be a lucky as old
Tiger and you might end up in a ball of flame off the
end of the runway and having someone ay a prayer
over you.
Remember, you tigers, it' not the fall that hurts;
il's the udclen STOP! *

PROrESSIONAI.ISM
Three years ago we in Safety made the pr~found
tatement that the reduction in accidents was attnbuted,
among other things, to the fact th~t pilots are profe~
sional. Basically, we feel-and nghtly so-that Atr
Force pilots are not amateurs.
But there are some inconsistancies. Continuing
this thoug-ht that a military pilot is not an amateur,
is difficult to explain why we still have gear-up acctdents in aircraft which are not in an emergency condition. The rash of gear-up accidents in T-33 aircraft
still continues, even after we in Safety insisted that
each T-33 seat be filled with a qualified T -33 pilot. I
ask you, is thi an indication of a professional or an
amateur?
Continuing further this thought of a professional
as opposed to an amateur, let's widen the sco~e to the
man who maintain the airplane. We expe~t htm to be
a professional, i.e., to follow technical or~ers to. the
letter, utilize proper torque values, pro~er mspect10ns,
and make proper entries in the appropnate form . Of
course, if we expect the maintenance man_ to be . a
profes ional, pilots must make complete wnte-up - m
the 781-2, and they must subsequently check the 781
for corrective action taken. We in afety do not ad\'Ocate that forms and entries will cure all of our
safety problems; however, we have found that a~cident
have resulted when discrepancie were not wntten up
or were written up inadequately. In addition, the simple
procedure of remoYing an item from an airplane without making the proper notation ha den i~d subseq_uet?-t
investigators the exact cau e of an acctdent. Thts IS
so critical that everyone concerned should be conver ant
with the proper use of the 781 and the other appropriate maintenance forms.
Here's a true incident of seYeral years ago. Were
these pilots true profe sionals or were t'hey amateurs?
Two "well qualified" T-33 pilots arrived at a w~s.t co~st
base, anxious for the party they had been antlctpatm_g
all week. They advised the transient alert crew of thetr
expected departure time and date and noted three
major item that needed correction. This immediately
placed the T -Bird on a grounding red-cross. Late Sunday afternoon the arne pilots returned, filed a clearance, leaped in the airplane and flew home. After
landing they eli covered that the Form 781. which
wa so necessary for logging their flying time, was
not aboard the airplane. NOTE: Check List Item
Number 1-Exterior Inspection-Form 781 Check.
The first item on the check list was not completed by
these professional pilots.
Here was an accident in the making. It was prevented because maintenance personnel in this case were
profes ional and had corrected the discrepancies.
Being a profes ional is a full time job and require
constant attention to the smallest of details. The modern
supersonic airplane is not nearly as forgiving as the
PT' and BT's we learned to fly originally. Suggestion:
Each time you prepare to fly, ask your elf the question.
"Am I a profe sional or an amateur?"
*

!t

Col Jack D. Beckerman
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FLYING. • • THEN

E DAY LAST SUMMER, while having lunch
in Seattle, a precise, white-hai red gentleman recounted an experience of three decades ago while
flying a Ford Tri-motor in weatl1er. T his story loses
a lot when you can't watch this man's eyes fla sh a he
relives the flight, but we are going to report it here
anyway. Those who fly can vi ualize what he wa going
through as he negotiated a severe storm area just above
the Tennes ee hills. Then, just for contrast, and to
illustrate that weather hasn't changed much after all,
we foll ow thi s with an account of a fighter pilot a he
busted through a storm area at 40,000 feet.
"On th e night of March 31, 1933, the southern
transcontinental tri-motored Ford night chedule came
into Memphis where it changed crews. I wa at that
time flying Fi rst Officer with one of the most experienced pilots on the airl ine. We were to pick up the trip
at Memphis and go on to Murfreesboro.
"Flight Superintendent Tom Ridley at Murfreesboro had ent tl1rough an advisory to hold the flight for
the next weather equence. We knew there was a frontal
area working up from the outh but knew nothing about
its intensity. Weather reporting in those clays left much
to be desired, although the weatherman did hi best.
"When the next sequence came through, less than
half the stations between Memphi s and Murfreesbo ro
reported. About four station were noted a missing. It
had been raining lightly and while we were waiting the
wind picked up considerably from the southwe t. Ridley
sent through a radiogram directing pa sengers to be
taken to the hotel and to hold the plane and crew with
mail and express for daylight departure. This was about
3:30AM.
"While we were waiting for daylight, several heavy
rain torms crossed the field, the wind remained at about
15-20 mph, but the weather at Memphi did not look
too bad. The weather at Murfreesboro was CA VU
(Ceiling and Vi ibility Unlimited). The two stations
on the weather sequence to the east of Memphis showed
ceilings and visibilities about the same as that at Memphis but with higher wind .
"About 6:00 AM we were cleared for departure
to Murfreesboro. In those day there was very little

0
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in trum ent flying lone. We had instrument trainer
and the instrument panel wa s ba eel on the "Stark 12-3" Ai r peed, Turn/Bank, Rate of Climb system.
However, the LF radio ranges were poor with multiple
courses and non-existent over many segment of the
route and we did not trust ourselves on in trument
in severe weather. We, therefore, planned to make the
flight contact, as usual. vVhen we started out it was
possible to tay contact at about 600-700 feet. As we
progre ed the wind became tronger, the rain squalls
became more freq uent, turbulence increased, and at
times we were forced to clear the Tenne see hills by
about 200 feet. There was no thunderstorm activity,
but as we progressed the turbulence got more and more
severe until at times botl1 of us were on the tri -motorecl
Ford controls. Those who have flown thi ai rplane will
remember that the controls were con iderably heavier
than anything flying the line at the pre ent time. At
times the yoke was full forward against the instrument
panel to keep the plane from being sucked up into the
clouds. Frequently we rolled the wheel hard over with
full coordinated rudder to keep from being completely
rolled over. On one severe jolt th e cockpit door flew
open and I saw river of water running down the sides
of the cabin, although I had taken tl1e precaution to turn
the outside venti lator scoops facing aft.
"After passing through a severe stretch of turbulence, the Captain looked over at me and bellowed, 'You
scared ?' I bellowed back, 'Yes!' He came back, 'So'm
I!!' It was evident to both of us that to go back was
to go through the same muck we had just come through
and we fe lt that it couldn't be any worse ahead.
"About thirty mi les from Murfreesboro, right when
it was blackest, and after we had received three or four
terrific jolts, we suddenly broke directly out into brilliant clear morning sunlight with blue ky and green
fields ahead. vVe circled the Ford around and took a
look at one of the blackest walls of cloud I have ever
witnes eel, with characteristic white roller at about 1500
feet altitude, stretching as far north and south as we
c uld see. \Ve both agreed we would never have entered
that sto rm from the front. We had sneaked up into
it from behind until we were in so deep that we felt
it would be just a easy to proceed a to return."

.,
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nd now, extracted from the fighter pilot's debriefing note , impre ion as he made a planned
penetration in an F-106 re earch aircraft, at mach

1.63.
"As I approached the storm, it was very well defined. It was puffy, glaringly white on top, but on the
under side of these puff , it wa grayish. It looked to
me like it was really boiling. The western edge of it was
very clearly defined into a solid wall. As I got to within
a few miles of the storm at my target altitude of 40,000,
eyeballing the top of them, it looked like they were
around 44,500 or 45,000 feet. As I went into it, light
precip began almost immediately, and the cloud
darkened a I went into it more. The heavy precip
tarted as oon as the cloud tat-ted getting real dark.
This is where I think most of my turbulence was. I
came out of thi heavy turbulent area into a relatively
smooth area. It was still raining, however. And then
the turbulence increased again, and in this area I think
I got the hail. I could hear it hittino- on the airplane,

and the turbulence increa eel up to a level slightly less
than my fir t area of turbulence. I eepino- my attitude
straight and level on my attitude indicator, I came out
of the top of the storm, or the clouds at 43,500. But
up ahead of me there were higher clou Is, which I went
right back into, and then I pulled up - pulled up to
about 47,000 feet, made a left turn, and I could see
this general cloud picture very well. One of the intere ting things, after I got on top at 46- between 46
and 47,000-the turbulence I would cia ify as alma t
moderate. I think any other airplane would probably
have had difficulty up there. It was really bouncing mf'
around. I was well on top of all the clouds when I
experienced this moderate turbulence, on top. I would
say I wa 2000 feet above any cloud."

*

Editor's N ote: Our thanks to Jfr Dan Beard, Assistant
Vice President, Safet·v, American Air Lines, for th e
account of his flight in. a Tin Goose; we filched the '106
experience from a Project Rough Rider report.

ACES PROMOTE SAFETY

.

Men who we re once occupied in the de·
struction of aircraft, property and lives now
devote their efforts to sav ing the same . As.
signed to the Directorate of Aerospace Safety,
DTIG, these officers are using their knowledge to prevent aircraft and missile acci·
~ents. Their experience totals up to more
than 41,000 flying hours, 1093 combat missions
and 96% aircraft kills. However, combat skill
alone is not enough; they have e ight bache·
lor degrees and three masters. Left to right:
Col James P. Hag erstrom, Col Frank Q.
O'Connor, Col George T. Buck, Commander
Norwald R. Quiel, USN Liaison Officer, Brig
Gen Jay T. Robbins, Lt Col Frederick C.
Blesse, Mai Eugene P. Sonnenberg, Col Paul
P. Douglas, Jr., Col William A. Daniel. Also
assigned to the Directorate of Aerospace
Safety but not in the photo: Col Arthur F.
Jeffrey. (Since this picture was taken Col
Hagerstrom has been reassigned and Col
O'Connor has retired.)
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The Blue Canoe In '62

F YOU R EALLY WANT to establish an outstanding safety record, how about thi s combination?
T ake young men who meet rigid physical and intelligence standards, give them at lea t nine months of the
best flight training in the world, then provide them
with a well-proven, light twin-engine airplane. Oh
yes, restrict all flights to VFR unless two of these
pilots are aboard and never permit flight in icing conditions.
Then suppose at the end of the year - take 1962
for example - you check up to see how this has
worked out. WHAT ? Five major and four minor
accidents? How come? E ighty per cent of the majors
caused by pilot error in judgment and technique! Six
people killed!
This is terrible. Surely it ha n 't been that bad in
the past. No, the rate is four times what it was the
year before.
How ?
Two flew into mountains - one on an IFR clearance and the other while trying to maintain VFR in
marginal weather conditions at night.
In one case an ai rspeed indicator had a history
of indicating 10 miles per hour higher than actual.
F inally, a pilot turned final a little high, reduced power
to maintain a final approach speed of 95 mph, started
his flare at 30 feet, immediately stalled and crashed
on the runway.
In another case the pilots experienced engine failure,
feathered the prop on the good engine; then, after
restarting the good engine, fai led to establi sh maximum
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power, lost additional altitude and decided to crash
land due to loss of altitude, ai rspeed and impending
darknes .
And, in one case, materiel failure was tagged with
the primarv cause. A main gea 1· collapsed upon landing
due to failure of the drive tube assembly. Improper
ri gging of the gear contributed to the failure of the
part.
vVhat do the accident prevention analy ts have to
say about such a record ? They conclude that 80 per
cent of the maj or accidents caused by pilot error in
judgment and technique hould confirm the fact that
the "blue canoe" is not a toy. It requires the same respect and professionali m demanded in other aircraft.
Increased emphasis on proper operation is required during training and standardization flights. They urge
additional emphasis on the necessity for professional
airmanship and aircrew discipline during all phases
of flight as a prime requirement for reduction of pilot
factor accidents.
Now what do you do? There is no airplane that is
impervious to flight into a mountain. There is no twinengine airplane that will maintain altitude and airspeed when one engine fail and the other one is then
shut clown. There is no airplane that can be d ropped
in from 30 feet without ome damage and , eventuall y,
malfunctioni ng instruments only lead to trouble if not
repaired.
As sure a the '62 ummary shows, if pi lots persist
in uch attempts they are going to die, and airplanes
are going to be destroyed - even pretty little "blue
canoes."

*

...
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SYMPTOMS
AND CURES

••••••••••

On this page are several displays depicting
engine problems in the F-104. The idea is to
examine the instrument readings, determine the
trouble and test yourself as to the best procedure
to use for correcting the problem. Diagnoses and
recommended procedures are to be found on the
next page along with a brief discussion of the Concerted Flight Safety Program from which these
problems were extracted.

•••
•

Fig. 1

NOZZLE FAILS TO OPEN
POSITION DURING MILITARY
THRUST OPERATION
THROTTLE-MILITARY

THROTTLE-MILITARY

Alt .................. 3500'
MFF ............ :.... .4000

Speed .........................84M

Alt ......................32K

RPM ........................ 100%

EGT ............................350°
Noz ................................ 10

Oil ....................... .40

EGT ............................ 590°

MFF .... 2200 military
Oil ....................... .40

CIT .................. + 15°

Noz .................................. 5

CIT .................... - 5°

FLAME OUT

THROTTLE-MILITARY

••
~~··

••
••

Fig. 4

ENGINE SEIZURE
DUE TO OIL
SYSTEM FAILURE
THROTTLE-86% SEIZURE
TAKING PLACE

Speed ................ 250 knots

Alt

....................45K

Speed ................ 300 knots

Alt ...................... 10K

RPM .........~ ................90 %

MFF .................... 500

RPM ......................... .75%

MFF .................. 2500

EGT

.......................... 100°

Oil ........................ 30

EGT

.......................... 650°

Oil .......................... 0

Noz .................................. 1

CIT .................. - 34°

Noz ................................ 10

CIT .................. + 10°

Fig. 5

,...
LOW ALTITUDE STALLBELOW 15,000 FEET

TH ROTTLE·M I LITARY
Speed ................350 knots

-

• ••

I G V CLOSURE

Speed ................350 knots
RPM ........................ 100%

Fig. 3

-

Fig. 2

RPM ..........................74%
EGT ..........................sooo
Noz ................................10

•
••

Alt ................. .4500'
MFF .................. 1500
Oil ........................ 26
CIT .................. + 20°

Fig. 6

HIGH ALTITUDE
HIGH MACH STALL,
ABOVE 15,000 FEET
THROTTLE-FULL AFTER
BURNER

•••
•

Speed ........................ 2.0M
RPM .......................... 103.5
EGT .......................... 590"
Noz .................................. 9

Alt ......................35K
MFF ................ 6000
Oil ........................44
CIT ................ + 100°
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FEW MONTI-IS AGO J ohn Fritz ancl other
General Electric engi neering test pilot visited
F-104 units, worldwide, to put on a concerted
safety program ta ilored specifically for F-104 engine
emergencies. ln connection with this program they
prepared a booklet call ed the General Electric Concerted
Flight Safety Program, with slide presentation, designed to help pilots recognize, identify and correct any
inAight engine malfunction quickly and successfu ll y.
(The booklets have been left with or are being distributed to all F-104 units.)
It would appear that the technique used could be
applied to other than the F-104.
Each section deals with a different malfunction. On
the left hand page of each section are shown the key
gages for diagnosing the particular emergency. At the
bottom of the page the throttle po ition or other operating conditions are noted to provide all the information
required for analyzing the problem. On the right hand
page are li sted the "Key Recognition Points" and the
"Emergency Procedure" as shown on the Pilot's Abbreviated Check Li t. The purpose is to provide, at a
glance, what the pilot ee a a particular malfunction
and what he can do about it.
Following this ection, a "Fireside Chat" section
expands on information contai ned in the Pilot' Handbook. The booklet's originators explain that, ince an
emergency rarely appears exactly the way it was anticipated, and no procedure ever seem to go exactly as

A

.......... SYMPTOMS AND
SITUATION
FIG. I
NOZZLE FAILS TO OPEN
POSITION DURING MILITARY
THRUST OPE RATION

FIG. 2
IGV CLOSURE

FIG. 3
FLAME OUT

FIG. 4
ENGINE SEIZURE DUE TO
OIL SYSTEM FAILURE

KEY

RECOGNITION

POINTS

I. EGT low

2. Nozzle max open position
3. Noticeable loss of thrust

I. RPM, EGT normal
2. Nozzle too far open
3. Fuel flow abnormally low (less
than half of normal)
4. Severe thrust loss.

I. Slight, sometimes audible "pop" or
"chug" followed by thrust loss.
2. EGT very low.
3. RPM unwindmg rapidly.

I. EGT rrsmg.
2. RPM unwmding.
3. lncreasmg, severe vibration.

practiced, information in the "Fireside Chat" ection
is mandatory for the pilot who wants to be able to
THINK, as well as DO, when the emergency arises.
\Vhen it comes to engine troubleshooting, these GE
specialists point out that the EGT gage is the pilot's
primary instrument for inHight engine analysis. Other
engine instruments, such as RP 1, nozzle, main fuel
flow and oi l pressure, are secondary or supporting in:;trument which may explain a given EGT. Corrective
action should never be taken on the basis of one instrument alone. For instance, RPM unwinds rapidly both
in a severe tall and in a flameout; only the fact that
EG r is high in the case of stall and low in the case
of flameout, can allow the pilot to differentiate between
the two.
In the same way, the nozzle can be wide open both
in tall and nozzle open failure. Again , EGT, which
is high during sta ll and low during nozzle open failure,
lets the pilot identify his problem. It is for this reason
that the authors tate that the pi lot should always check
EGT first, then the other gages. ] f this is done, they
add, the pilot will be spared the embarrassment of performing the right procedure at the wrong time.
Their concluding reminder i that, if the reader is
like most pi lots, he wi ll probably never have to u e the
emergency procedures covered; if the occas ion does
arise, however, thorough know ledge of the material
presented will enable him to handle it successfully.

*

CURES
PROCEDURE

Nozzle fails open during flight
I. THROTTLE- MILITARY
2. EXHAUST NOZZLE HANDLE- PULL
3. Check for nozzle closure and monitor EGT.
If nozzle fails to close, push handle in.

I. Throttle- AFTERBURNER
Monitor EGT to minimize over-temperature
2. Stores- JETTISON as required
3. Make precautionary pattern, T.O. flaps
only, extend gear only alter flare is assured.

AIR START
I. START SWITCHES- START
2. IF RELIGHT IS NOT OBTAINED OR RPM
HANG-UP OCCURS, THROTTLE- STOPCOCK AND RETURN TO MILITARY.

I. Throttle -OFF
2. RAT- EXTEND
3. Make deadstick landing or- EJECT.
NOTE: This specific failure & procedure

FIG. 5
LOW ALTITUDE STALL BELOW 15,000 FEET

FIG. 6
HIGH ALTITUDE, HIGH MACH
STALL , ABOVE 15,000 FEET

I. High EGT
2. Full Open Nozzle
3. Low RPM

Engine Stall Clearing
Below 15,000 Feet
I. THROTTLE- STOPCOCK
2. START SWITCHES- START
3. RPM - 70% OR BELOW
4. THROTTLE -MILITARY

I. EGT
2. Nozzle
All II uctuating above &
3. RPM
below normal readings as
4. Fuel Flow "bang bang" stalls occur.
5. "Bang Bang" stall sounds & sensations.
6. Aircraft asci II at ion in yaw
7. Aircraft deceleration

ENGINE STALL CLEARING.
Above 15,000 Feet.
I. THROTTLE- MILITARY
2. THROTTLE -IDLE: Check EGT and RPM
for possible hang-up.
3. If stall still persists, use procedure for
"Below 15,000 Feet."

FOR

CURE
NOTE: If nozzle fails open m landing pattern
I. EXHAUST NOZZLE HANDLE- PULL
2. REDUCE DRAG
3. FLAPS -TAKEOFF
4. Monitor nozzle positron.

NOTE: This failure and procedure is not listed
in the Pilot's Handbook at the present time. It
is included in this instruction by G. E. to serve
as an interim until appropriate instructions are
issued in the Pilot's Handbook.

3. IF NO START OCCURS, START SWITCHES
-START
4. RAT HANDLE- PULL
5. START SWITCHES- START

is not listed singly in the Pilot's Handbook.
It is included for illustration & education.
This procedure is not intended to conflict with'
or be used instead of official handbook procedures.

5. Monitor RPM to 100%, land as soon as
practicable. Do not decrease RPM below
97% until landing is assured.
6. If RPM stops at 94%, a cold shift has
occurred. Land as soon as practicable,
adjusting pattern for maximum RPM of 94%.

:;:

-

-

GAR-8. Incidents involving damage to the gla s
dome of the GAR-8 Guidance and Control nit continue to occur as the re ult of negligence, inadequate
supervision and lack of proper training.
In addition to damaging the mis ile a mishap may
create a personnel haza rd. The GAR-8 Guidance and
Control Unit contains a ga eous mixture call ed Mercury
T hall ium. These elements a re poisonous. Mercury Vapor
enter the blood stream via the lungs, conden es and is
absorbed as a compound. One or more of the fo llowing
symptom may be evident: ]nflammation of the mouth,
loosenin g of the teeth, muscular tremor and nerve
d isorders. There is no pecific treatment fo r Chron ic

Mercury Poisoning.
Thallium is a ilvery-white metal which melt at
300 degrees Centio-rade and i found in comb ination
with other ores such a zinc, lead, bismuth or platinum.
The ch ief hazard comes from inhaling and absorption
of the dust, the metal tending to accumulate in the blood
to cause a chronic poi oning. The main effect is on the
nervou system and the endocrine gland s. L oss of hair,
cataracts on the eyes, and inflammation of the kidneys
and sex organs usually follow.
A ll missile handling personnel should be awa re of
the e hazard and u e ca ution.

GAR-8 I nvestigation of a recent GAR-8 (Sidewinder) missi le incident indicate the cause to be
related to materiel fai lure or personnel error regarding
the influence fuse 0-ring eal; therefore, the following
data extracted from the NOT Air Weapons Bulletin
are cons id ered worthy of command and supervi so ry
emphasis in the missile afety efforts of all GAR -8
units.
The two motor 0-ring for which ordnance men are
responsible are on the influence f uze and the nonpropulsive attachment ( NPA). The following instructions
should be foll owed whenever 0-rings are installed:
• 0-rin g should always be installed in a clean,
undamaged condition, free of di rt, metal chips and
other foreign matter and without cuts or cracks of any
kind. If foreign matter is present on the 0-ring or in
the 0-r in g groove, the poss ibility of damaging the

0-ri ng during installation is very high.
• ilicone grease (DC- 11 ) should be used when
0- rings are installed to ea e in stallation and ensure
proper seal. The 0-ring should be thoroughly cleaned
before a li ght coati ng of g rease is applied.
• Never re-use the influen ce-fuze 0-ring. Thi s
0-rino- eals the critical junction behveen the fu ze and
th e rocket motor chamber. If thi eal is not complete,
hot propellant gase wi ll e cape from the rocket motor
chamber and a motor failure will occur. Inspect the new
0-ring caref ully for damage or foreign matter, apply
a light coating of silicone grease, and install.
• The NPA 0-ring may be re-used, but a ca reful
inspection should be made before in stallation. If any
damage is fo und, the 0-ring should be discarded, and a
new one installed.

CHECKLI ST SHORT UT. Checkli t spell out the
step by step procedure for motor change on the MB-1
Rocket. . OPs stipul ate that the normal crew be augmented by one person for that part of the operation
that entails use of the MC-1 handling bar. Equipment

damage and personnel injury resulted when, in the
absence of the augmenting crewmember, th e check li st
monitor laid hi s checkli t down and attempted to assist. I tems on the checkli st were mitted and the incident resul ted.

Missile Safety Office, Nellis AFB, Nev.

The NOTS Air Weapons Bulletin

-

-

*
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EAR MI S - RU WAY TYPE.
Occasionally a clas ic happens - like the
T-Bird and the F-100 on the landing roll
on intersecting runways at speeds which
placed them at the intersection at the same
time. That T-Bird jock was fast mentally and dexterously - he cobbed the power and hopped right over
that F-100. He couldn't hold it up though and the TBird mushed back to the runway and ran off the encl.
The bird suffered minor damage only ... lt would be
interesting to have a movie of that pilot's thoughts.

..,

Lt Col K. I. Bass, Directorate of Aerospace Safety

T-BIRD HANDBOOK REVIEW.
SMAMA convened the T-Bird handbook
review conference at Lockheed, Burbank,
Calif., some months ago. The reviewers
came well prepared. Frequent knock-down,
drag-out verbal exchanges ensued, but the chairman
qualified as an able arbiter and he made agreement
possible. The conferees, though much biased, think the
new handbook will be far better than the old. Nonessential wordage, and some whole paragraphs, have
been eliminated. Obscure and misleading explanations
of systems and procedures have been either eliminated
or clarified as necessary. The trend of building bulk
has been reversed, and it is hoped not temporarily.
Lt Col K. I. Bass, Directorate of Aerospace Safety

T-33 CANOPY SYSTEM-"The Prime
cause of this accident is personnel error in
that the occupant of the rear seat inadvertently actuated the canopy ejection system
as he reached for the seat adjustment
switch."
We could stop right there. The facts are apparently
contained in those few word . But if we look a little
deeper we find other interesting items that should be
brought out.
A non-rated officer was to occupy the rear seat of
aT-Bird. After strapping in, he reached down between
the seat and the side of the fuselage to actuate the seat
adjustment switch. His shoulder harness was locked
which made it difficult for him to bend over far enough
to reach the switch. As he continued reaching for the
sw itch, the canopy system was actuated.
Apparently in reaching for the switch this man
pulled the pin streamer and the T-Handle with his
sleeve, causing the T-Handle to rotate forward and

fire the initiator.
Thi was the subject's third ride in a T-33 but he
was unaware of the function of the canopy jetti on
handle. Although he had been thoroughly briefed on the
eat ejection sy tem, he did not recall ever being told
anything about the canopy T-Handle.
Obviously, pilots should brief passengers on all such
systems. However, there is no published checklist for
briefing passengers. It's up to the pilot to remember
each item. Among the recommendations brought out by
the findings in this mishap are:
• A requirement that pilots and crewchiefs check
for loose safety pins during preflight. In this case the
pin installed in the initiator was loose.
• Canopy initiator pin should be considered as a
flight status pin to be removed by flight personnel at
the same time seat pins are removed. If no one is to
occupy the rear seat, the pin should not be removed
by ground personnel until after the pilot is completely
strapped in.

..
....

SAME CHORUS, 'NOTHER VERSETHE HURDLES. Contractor personnel
performing construction work on an approach light project had left three-foot
mounds of dirt and galvanized iron material approximately 200 feet short of the approach end
of the runway. There's probably not a safety magazine
reader in the Air Force who doesn't know what is coming next. But, at the risk of redundancy and for the
ake of possibly getting the word to a few more who
might heed, here's what happened this time. An aircraft,

TWO-MAN GANG. First photo of the
Air Force's new two-seat supersonic tactical fighter, the F-10SF after it came off the
assembly line at Republic Aviation Corporation, Farmingdale, L. I., May 23. The
1400 mile-an-hour jet can carry 4000 combinations of
nuclear and conventional weapons. The F-lOSF will
see service with the even Air Fot·ce wings now flying
the single-seat ver ion of the Mach 2 jet, with the
Tactical Air Command in the U. ., and with Air Force
units in Europe and the Far East.

-

inbound for landing, ju t barely (.lidn't mak~ it. .The
right rear tire struck a metal. cylmder, causmg ~t to
bounce up and strike the leadmg ed~e of the nght
horizontal tabilizer. This made a 14-mch hole that required 71 manhour to plug..
ow that we've agam satd goo lby to the horse, we
note that procedures established to fix thi barn door
include: Aircraft land at least 500 feet down the runway and cross the threshold. with. a mi~1imum of . 10
feet of altitude. All construction wtll be ltghted dunng
the hours of darkness. Control tower to i sue advi ories
to all landing aircraft on the statu of construction.

..

....

...

STALL CRASH A D BUR . Unprecedented i~ the word which best explains the
T-Bird accident picture as of 31 May 1963,
particularly in pilot factor accidents. In
preliminary analy is t;mly one "pilo~ factor."
primary cause had been .asse .sed ~n a total of nme. accidents. The pilots were ktlled m thts regrettable acCident.
Tt was the crash and burn type from an accelerated stall
in the traffic pattern. This i the type of accident that
reflects the alarmino· traffic pattern accident trend shown
during 1962. All ~afety media have been used qu_ite
exten ively during the past few months to emphastze
thi problem.
Pilots must be required to fly a power-on pattern,
keer ing it loose. Today's modern aircraft are flown in
thi manner and the T-Bird rests but one rung down the
ladder. All Aying supervisors should liberally give of
their time to observe their pilot's traffic pattern technique .
lt Col K. I. Bass, Directorate of Aerospace Safety

HOPPER CHATTER. The versatility
of helicopters makes po sible operation
into and from non-airfield locations. Of
course, flying under these conditions can
be, and often is, very hazardous. Common
sen e and review of pa t accidents dictate that nonairfield operation be authorized, properly supervi~e~,
professionally conducted and held to the absolute mm~
mum for mission accomplishment. Paragraph 11 of Atr
Force Regulation 60-16, dated 20 November 1962,
establishes the conditions under which helicopters may
be operated at non-airfield locations.
"11. Helicopter Landing Areas. Commander of
non-flying Air Force stations who require helicopter
support will designate afe landing areas. Helicopter
aircraft are authorized to land at non-airfield locations
(such a fields, highways, and parks), provided:
a. A military requirement exist for such
landing.
b. pecific written order are i ued to authorize
use of non-airfield areas.
c. Adequate safeguards are taken to permit safe
landing and takeoff operations without hazard to people
or property.
d. There are no legal objections to landing at
such non-airfield sites.
NOTE: Air Force in tallation Commanders are
authorized to waive the provi ions in paragraphs a
through d above when dispatching helicopters engaged
in re cue operation ."
lt Col James F. Fowler, Directorate of Aerospace Safety

Ever seen a pair of these "Fly Safely"
wings? They were fabricated at Tachi~awa
Air Base in 1957 and '58 from reclanned
C-124 propeller metal and presented to aircre\\·s as incentiye awards. They are now
scattered throughout the \\·oriel . .Ju t goe to ?how there
is no limit \\·hen it comes to acctdent preventton efforts.
Courtesy Maj Virgil 0. Hall (Ret.)

l~JECTlO
FATi\LTTI~ - In. tw.o recent ejection fatalittes, evtdence mdtcated
that the pilots apparently did not attach
the chute arming lanyard anchor to the
lap belt, thus negating .automatic. ch~..1te
function. The time lo t by the omt ston of thts Yttal
step was undoubtedly a major contributing factor in
these fatalities.
AI- ejection es~ape for the p~riod
A study of
January 1961 to December 1962, dtsclosed that £allure
to attach the chute lanyard to the lap belt contributed to
three other fatalities. This needless lo s of life can and
must be eliminated. Crewmember must insure that all
procedures necessary to ejection survival are accomplished. The time required to manually deploy the
chute is only one consideration. The confusion attendent
with ejection can result in the loss of valuable seco':ds
before it becomes apparent that the chute ts not gomg
to be automatically actuated. Crewchiefs can also help
with this problem by making u re the pilot is correctly
hooked up prior to taxi-out.
Robert H. Shannon, Safety Officer life Sciences Group

C-47. An In tructor Pilot told a fledgling
C-47 trainee to remove the gust locks and
tie downs from the left side of the C-47
during pre-flight. Either misunderstanding or not knowing the difference, the
train e removed the left main gear down lock along
with the gust locks. He handed them to the IP who
stowed them aboard. The JP then directed the student
to 1 ump up the hydraulic pres ure. Jot being real. sure
which handle was which, the student asked, "Is thts the
right one?" The IP really couldn't see which device
AUGUST 1963 • PAGE TWENTY-SEVEN

the pilot had hi s hand on because
the troop was kneeling in the ai le.
'r
But he nodded hi s app rova l and said
S
to pull on it right hard. (After all,
Continued
who in the world would mistake a
hyd raulic pump handle for landing
gea r latch handle?) P ushing on the safety catch, the
fled gling gave it a bloody pull and sure enough one of
the gea rs collapsed. The le ft prop, wing, oi l tank, etc.,
( 12,000 bucks worth at least) were severly damaged.
For the C-47 drivers who might have a question or two
- th e landi ng gear handl e was down but hydrau lic
pressure wa zero.

AER®
-:
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T-39 SEPARAT ION OF :MAJ.N TJRE AND
\ VHEEL. On takeoff roll, as the ai rcraft wa rotated

to takeoff attit ud e, the lef t main tire and wheel sepa rated from the aircraft. The pi lot hea rei a st range noise
and felt the left wing d ropping. He pulled the aircraft
in to the air and completed the takeoff. F uel was burn ed
clown to about 500 pounds in each wing tank and th e
aircraft was landed on the right side of a 150 foot
wide runway.
The aircraft remained on the runway for approximately 3000 feet and then swerved off the left side.
The nose gear and strut broke off and the rio-ht main
gear coll apsed inwa rd . Some f uselage and wing damage
was u tained. ] nve tigati on di closed that improper
bolts were installed in the wheel.
An urgent action Technical Order 1T -39-734A wa:;
publi shed requiring insr ection of all T-39 aircraft and
stipulating use of proper wheel bolts.
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Maj Eugene P. Sonnenberg, Directorate of Aerospace Safety

TSgt David F. Overman ,
1st Mobi le Commun ications Gp, APO 74 San Franc isco, Calif.

LIGHT ING RIPPED A ZI G-ZAG path down the
sky. Icy rain slashed across the ai rfield and pelted
against the tower, trying vainly to penetrate its interior.
The in side wa rmth caused gho tly mist on the window
bases. Thi s storm wa cruel and would chall enge any
creature to execute sureness and exactne s.
A few hours before the atmosphere had been calm,
but now, as the storm flung it elf across th e landscape,
an aura of danger preva iled and the tower men , placing
them selves vica ri ously in th e cockpit of each app roaching aircraft, knew that steady demonstration of skill
wa s required. "Beware of consequence if caution guide
you," the eer ie conf usion from out ide shouted. Only
competence, gained through mastery of complex iti es,
the drudgery of constant training and the pressure not
to err focu eel rea l definition on the problem at hand.
"Now have him t ransmi t," Sgt Whiteley demanded.
The direction finder, its need le moving swiftly,
stead ied on 185 degrees.
"He's five degrees left of runway 18. Turn him
right 190, ni ce and ea y."
" That's pretty good a rithm etic," the one-strip r exclaimed.
"Thanks, now ha ve him transmit again, and if that
need le points to 184 or less, turn him left and have
him roll out on a head in g of one-eight-ze ro. That hould
put him right clown the middle. We won 't have a
second chance, so let's put that baby right in there. "
Time. There's never enough in this game. Deci ions
a re based on immediate circum stance ; the pressure
of possible error and it life-o r-death re ult is a lways
present. Little wonder that men age early in this business. Aany drop out of the program-like ripe apples

-

they fall damaged to the ground. Gro und? Grotmd ed .
That's how the flight surgeon labels medi call y disqualifi ed tower operators. Ironically, it is the groun d
which the ai rborne seek and which is the practica l reward for a safely conducted flight.
"Turn left 180," the ai rman transmitted.
He and the sergeant tared anxiou sly toward the
approach end of runway 18, the rain restr icti ng their
vision to a blurred two miles. "There a re hi s lights."
"Yep, and he' got that 10,000 feet of concrete right
in fro nt of him. He can't miss ."
Now th e rain had changed its tune from a mourn ful di rge-like quality to a happy patte ring oun d on
the glass walls. The speaker crackled: "Send me a tug.
Tower, T. don't have enough f uel to taxi in. And a
real good job. I owe you guys a bee r. H ow does that
grab you ?"
The sergeant, miling now, keyed hi s mike. "Real
good, sir."
Laughter soun ded through the speaker, then all wa s
sil ent.
ga in the tower atmosphere was qui et and
se rious. Delta Charlev, a Right of two. reoo rted . T he
deadly seriou s job of helping the bird s to roost wa
resumed.
Maybe then, this wa it-a rest ri cted vision of
greatne, , the controller's reward for bearing the constant pressure, making hundred of crucial decisions
sometimes bearing the brunt of ridi cule from clissatis~
fied pi lots, and always, always, awa re of the importance
of being right.
"\iVhat you thinking about. sarge ?"'
"Not much. With this rain I wonder if our relief
is goi ng to be here on time .. ,

*
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WELL DONE

..

"

\
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Major Charles A. Ludwig
6515 Organizational Mai ntenance Squadron, Edwards AFB, Calif.

While en route to Hill Air Force Base, Utah , flying a T-33 at 29,000 feet over mountai nous t errain, Major Charles A. Ludwig, 6515 Organizational Maintenance Squad ron , Edwards Air Force Base, California, h':!ard a muffled thump in the aft section,
followed by an immediate flameout. He des:ended to 25,000 feet where he made
several attempts to restart the dead engine and at the same time instructed the copilot to make the necessary Mayday calls and prepare for possible bailout.
Sighting a large break in the undercast, Major Ludwig decided to make a descent, knowing that the bases of the cloud deck of 4000-5000 feet would provide
adequate altitude for ejection . If the airfield were not sighted and the aircraft were

-

not ideally situated for a flameout landing, he would make a 180-degree turn toward
the mounta ins to avoid the populated areas, and eject. Fortunately, the airfield was
sighted and the aircraft was in an ideal position for a straight-in approach. Major
Ludwig lowered the gear and flaps and crossed the end of the runway at 116 knots

t

•
'
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for a perfect landing approximately 800-1000 feet down the runway. Subsequent in vestigation revealed a frozen drive-shaft on the engine driven dual fuel pump, making
it impossibl e to obtain fuel pressure for a restart.
For saving th e United States Air Force a valuable jet trainer and averting
possibl e loss of life in the face of what appeared to be inevitable ejection , Major
Lud wig has earned a Well Done!
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prevents personnel errors
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